PHRF Rating Form
(Rev. October 2004)
PHRF Rating (Handicapper Use Only)
PHRF Rating: __________________________ One Design Rating: ______________________
Boat Identification
Boat Type/Class: ________________________________________________________________
Boat Name:____________________________________________________________________
Year: _____________ Hull#: _________________ Sail #: _______________
Std. Class Measurement? (*) ______________________________________________________
Owner Information
Name: __________________________Yacht Club: _______________US Sailing Member:_____
Street: ____________________________Work #: _______________Home #:_______________
City, State: ___________________________ ZIP: __________Email:_______________________
Measurement Data (Dimensions in Feet)
LOA: _______ LWL: __________ DISPL.(LB) _________ BEAM: __________ DRAFT: _________
J: _______ I: ________ P: ________ E:_________
RIG: Masthead  Fractional  Tall Mast 
KEEL: Fin  Shallow Draft  Full  Winged  Swing  Other:_______
RUDDER: Transom Mount  Spade  On Skeg  Attached to keel 
ENGINE: Inboard: Gas  Diesel  HP_____ Outboard:  HP_____ No Engine 
PROP TYPE: Fold/Feather  Fixed-2 Blade  Fixed 3-Blade 
HEADSAIL: Largest LP: _______ ( _____% of J) Whisker Pole Length:___________
SPINNAKER: SPL (Pole Length): ________ SMW (Max. Width): _________SL (Luff): _________
A-SPINNAKER: SPL: _______ ASMW: _______ Luff: _______ Leech: ________ Foot: ________
ALTERATIONS/COMMENTS:______________________________________________________________

I understand that with my signature I acknowledge that the above information, upon which my
PHRF rating is based, is correct. Furthermore, I affirm that the above rated boat is sailed with
the proper equipment according to the guide-lines established in the FWBC PHRF Rules and
Regulations and the class rules for one design boats.
Signature: ____________________________________ Date: ________________________
(*) Must provide Measurement Certificate if requested by PHRF Committee, otherwise complete
“Measurement Data” section. Return completed form to the address listed below.
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FWBC PHRF Rating Form Instructions

PHRF RATING Section - This section is for handicapper use only. PHRF and One Design ratings are assigned by the
PHRF Handicap Committee based on the boat’s measurement data, US Sailing PHRF data, race experience/results
and other relevant performance data.
BOAT IDENTIFICATION Section - Provide boat type or one design class of boat (e.g., J24, Catalina 22, etc.). Provide
boat name, year the boat was manufactured, hull number and sail number. Indicate (yes or no) if the boat has
been measured and a standard class measurement certificate is available. If “yes” then the measurement data
section does not need to be filled out. Note that a copy of the certificate must be provided to the PHRF committee
if requested and attaching a copy of the certificate to the form is desirable. If the measurement data has been
changed or modified, and is currently incorrect on the provided certificate, explain the changes on the alterations
and comments line at the bottom of the form.
OWNER INFORMATION Section - Provide owner’s name, primary yacht club affiliation, United States Sailing
Association membership number, address, telephone number (work and home) and email address. If more than
one owner, provide managing owner’s information.
MEASUREMENT DATA Section - If you do not have a rating certificate, PHRF will accept owner measured
dimensions but are subject to verification by the PHRF committee handicapper. For further information refer to
the FWBC PHRF Rules and Regulations. Measured dimensions must be reported within a tenth of a foot. Greater
accuracy is fine, but not really necessary. In addition to dimensions, provide information requested on rig, keel,
rudder, engine and propeller type. At the bottom of the form is a line for explanation of alterations and comments
on other items that would affect the boat’s rating but not covered in the items listed in the measurement data
section.
LOA = Overall length of the boat.
LWL = Boat’s waterline length.
DISPLACEMENT = Weight of boat and normal equipment in pounds.
BEAM = Boat’s hull maximum width.
DRAFT = Maximum depth of boat’s keel, center board, or dagger board.
J = Horizontal distance from the forestay attachment to the front surface of the mast.
I = Height of fore-triangle is measure from the highest point of a sail attachment to the sheer line at the point
abeam of the mast. The point of sheer line is the intersection of hull and deck.
P = Maximum hoist of the mainsail, measured from lower edge of the upper mast band to the upper edge of the
lower mast band or upper surface of fixed boom.
E = Maximum foot length of mainsail, measured from the after edge of band on the boom.
LP = Shortest (perpendicular) distance from the forward edge of the luff tape to aft most portion of headsail at
clew. Value entered is largest value from headsails.
SPL = Length of spinnaker pole from the centerline of mast to outer end of pole measured athwartships.
SMW/ASMW = Maximum horizontal width of spinnaker or asymmetrical, usually measured by doubling the half
width. For cruising spinnakers, measure perpendicular distance from luff to clew.
SL = Maximum distance of spinnaker luff.
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